found, upon careful examination of the individual records of 3865 grammar grade pupils in five city school systems, that the grade distribution of non-promotions increases from the first grade till the eighth, the seventh grades in all five cities recording the highest percentage of retention." "The assumption then," he continues, that "very few pupils who reach the upper grades fail of promotion and repeat the work of the grade is wrong. The facts demonstrate that the retarding force in the grammar grades is certainly no less than in the primary." Professor Keyes10 in his investigation found the greatest num- ber of arrests to be in the third, fourth, and fifth grades; although contrary to Ayres, he finds them occurring in every grade. The 683 cases of arrest studied by Keyes are distributed through the grades as follows: Although many valid causes may be given for retardation, yet it appears that a great deal of it is due to the "lock-step" system of grading and promotion.
As was stated before, every class has its bright pupils, its average pupils, and its dull pupils. The But what are our schools doing for the exceptionally bright pupil ? We are glad to note that some few schools are doing excellent work for them, but in the main they are being overlooked, and no time is provided for them at all. It certainly ought to be as important for society to see to it that her gifted children as well as her deficient class, are developed to their fullest capacity, and yet we are spending many times more money and effort on the dullard than on the gifted pupil. The school certainly ought to be a place where the genius could go and find food for his thought and work for his hands. It always has been and always will be that society is led by men and women from the gifted classes, and we must see that the bright child is liberated.
If we look at him in most of our schools to-day, especially in Nebraska, we will find no special provision for him. We are under the "lock-step" regime and every pupil is taught to mark time. The same assignments and books are given to our gifted children as to our deficient. We are safe in saying that the "lockstep" system is not meeting the demands of these three classes of pupils as we find them in our schools. Professor W. Franklin Jones summarizes twelve criticisms against the "lock-step" system as follows :17 "I.
It loses the individual in the mass.
'II.
It does not classify students so that treatment may be readily modified to fit abilities. "III.
It puts the emphasis upon the weak rather than upon the strong. "VII.
It fails to emphasize the individual inequalities.
"VIII.
It gives inadequate opportunity to regain loss due to absence. "IX.
It fosters failure among the less capable students.
"X.
It is responsible for much elimination from school.
"XI.
It easily works beyond a safe limit, the slow but persistent student who is given to worry. 
